SURFACE TREATMENT BINGO

Match the words below with the correct definition or question.
On the back of your paper, draw a BINGO card containing 36 squares.
When you have finished the questions, write the answers on your bingo card, in random order.
Keep this paper as a study guide.

ACTIVE
COLOR, TEXTURE, AND LINE
DENSITY
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GLOSS
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PADDING
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STRAIGHT
VERTICAL
WATER THINNED OR
(WATER BASE OR ACRYLIC)

____________________ 1. Originally, wallpaper was used by the poor to copy something used by the rich. What was it?
____________________ 2. What is it called when the lower 3 or 4 feet of a wall is finished differently from the rest of the wall?
____________________ 3. What are the three components a designer always uses?
____________________ 4. What is a wall that suggests movement and attracts attention called?
____________________ 5. What is a wall called that is used as a background element and does not attract attention? (Off white wall treatments and wallpaper with fine prints fall into this category.)
____________________ 6. What kind of prints or stripes are used to make a wall appear to be taller?
____________________ 7. How do small scale patterns in light colors make a wall appear?
____________________ 8. Colors should coordinate with, but not overpower the furniture. What do walls that exactly match the color or pattern of the furniture seem to make the furniture do?
9. What kind of wall supports some weight from the ceiling or roof? (These are used most commonly for exterior walls, as well as some main partitions.)

10. What kind of trees do hardwoods come from? (These trees loose their leaves at the end of each growing season and are broadleaf trees.)

11. What kind of trees do softwoods come from? (These trees are cone-bearing trees and typically have needle-shaped leaves that do not shed.)

12. What type of floor coverings are carpeting and rugs?

13. The quality of a carpet is determined by the thickness of the pile. What is another word for thickness?

14. Carpets that will wear longer have many of these per square inch of surface area.

15. A cushion that protects a carpet and provides more comfort to the user. It improves the carpet's appearance and length of life.

16. What type of floor coverings are smooth, hard materials that return to their original shape? They are made in either sheet or tile form. Some examples of this type of covering are asphalt, cork, rubber, vinyl, and poured seamless floors.

17. What type of covering is the first decision to be made when decorating a room?

18. When shades, shadows, texture, and color are added to a line drawing to achieve realism in a presentation drawing for a client, what is it called?

19. This is a board that contains drawings such as floor plans and elevations and any other information necessary to help the client visualize a finished product. A large piece of mat board or illustration board is used for mounting samples, drawings, and photos in a logical, attractive format. Manufacturers' samples of carpeting, draperies, upholstery, and paint may be included. Pictures of individual pieces of furniture may also be included.

20. What kind of layout includes samples of carpeting, draperies, upholstery, paint, and wood?

21. What are three-dimensional representations of a design idea called?

22. What type of finish reflects light, is shiny, and shows flaws?
23. What is the least glossy of the enamels that is used in kitchens, bathrooms, and hallways?
24. What type of paint provides excellent wear and should be used on surfaces that need frequent scrubbing?
25. This wall covering is made from grass bonded to paper. It is expensive and difficult to clean.
26. What is a paint that is in-between flat and glossy?
27. What type of paint must be thinned and cleaned up with turpentine, mineral spirits, or solvent?
28. What type of rolls is wallpaper usually priced in?
29. What type of wallpaper may be wiped clean and even scrubbed without hurting the design?
30. What type of wallpaper has had the paste applied during the manufacturing process?
31. What type of match is done when a wallpaper has a small print where the same design needs to be at the top of each panel and matched along the seams?
32. What type of match is done when a wallpaper has such a large print that every other panel starts with the same design?
33. What type of number identifies a certain group of wallpaper all printed at the same time? (Papers with different numbers should not be used on the same wall.)
34. What type of match is done when a wallpaper does not have a specific design that requires matching the design on two adjoining panels?
35. What type of paint is cleaned up with water?
36. Are you alive?